
Fresher’s 
 Sci-Tech Quiz 

PRELIMS - ANSWERS 



Zahlen is the German word for numbers. This is the 

explanation for what queer notation in the world of science 

and maths? 



And the answer is …. 



 This is the reason why integers are represented 

by the letter Z. 



Connect 

 

• Colonial Period 

• French Revolution 

• Victorian England 

• Imperial China 

• Third Crusade 

• Renaissance 

 

 

 



And the answer is …. 



 Assasin’s  Creed 



Which company made a parody of Alphabet's web address by 

buying the domain name abc.wtf and redirecting it to one of 

their websites?   



And the answer is …. 



 Microsoft - bing 



 X is a genus of rhizostome jellyfish with only one known species, X 

rieki, found off the central eastern coast of Australia. 

 

The specific epithet refers to Denis Riek, who photographed a 

specimen in northern New South Wales, leading to the discovery. 

 

 

The genus name, X, has two cultural references: firstly, as a 

colloquialism meaning "fooled you!" , as the small size means the 

species was probably mistaken as a juvenile of other species, such 

as the similar Catostylus mosaicus; the term X is also given to a 

seven-string harp, and the straight radial canals of this new species 

are reminiscent of such strings 



And the answer is …. 
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And the answer is …. 





With which tech company would you associate the musical 

notes  D flat, D flat, G flat, D flat, A flat ? 



And the answer is …. 



Intel Jingle 



•The company was founded by Nick Woodman in 2002.  

 

•Woodman started the company following a 2002 surf trip to Australia 

in which he was hoping to capture quality action photos of his surfing, 

but could not because amateur photographers could not get close 

enough, or obtain quality equipment at reasonable prices. 

 

• His desire for a camera system that could capture the professional 

angles inspired its name. 



And the answer is …. 



 GoPro  



 There are many elements named after countries, but 

only one country named after an element. 

 Which Country? 

 



And the answer is …. 



Argentina 



 Flipkart started off in a flat whose number was 610, in a 

housing society in Bangalore. What did they do to 

immortalize that number?  

 



And the answer is …. 



The BIG BILLION DAY 

6 September 2014 

 



 Who owns the domain name 466453.com? 

 

 

 



And the answer is …. 



google.com 



Graph depicting what? 11 



And the answer is …. 



 Approximation of digits of pi. 



  Representation of what? 

    



And the answer is …. 





Who assessing whom? 
 Knowledge of Literature – nil. 

 Knowledge of Philosophy – nil. 

 Knowledge of Astronomy – nil. 

 Knowledge of Politics – Feeble. 

 Knowledge of Botany – Variable. Well up in belladonna, opium and poisons 
generally. Knows nothing of practical gardening. 

 Knowledge of Geology – Practical, but limited. 

 Knowledge of Chemistry – Profound. 

 Knowledge of Anatomy – Accurate, but unsystematic. 

 Knowledge of Sensational Literature – Immense. He appears to know every 
detail of every horror perpetrated in the century. 

 Plays the violin well. 

 Is an expert singlestick player, boxer and swordsman. 

 Has a good practical knowledge of British law. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atropa_belladonna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensation_novel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singlestick
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_law


And the answer is …. 



 Dr. Watson’s assessment of Sherlock Holmes 



 Explain the reason for such a convoluted trajectory.  

 Two word answer should suffice. 

 

 Video next slide. 





And the answer is …. 



 Slingshot Effect or Gravitational assist. 



 Researchers from the University of California at Davis 

have recently concluded on a fact which researchers 

going as far back as Charles Darwin have offered a 

number of theories, some of them being protection from 

predators etc.  

 They concluded that something evolved in such a 

characteristic way, so that they keep themselves free 

from suffering the bites of house flies, which can carry 

fatal diseases because house flies were averse to a 

certain surface. What? 

 



And the answer is …. 



 Zebra’s  black and white stripes. 



 It is claimed to be the “World’s Straightest object” 

 It is housed beneath the fifth longest building in the world 

 What is being talked about? 

 



And the answer is …. 



 Stanford 

Linear 

Accelerator 

Centre (SLAC). 



 Large number of Burmese Pythons have been set loose in the Florida 

Everglades, where they have reproduced extensively and are now 

an invasive species 

 To tackle this problem, researchers have begun to telemeter some 

of them, which in turn lead them to others, which are then captured 

and euthanized. 

 The telemetered snakes are informally (and aptly) called “____ 
snakes” 

 FITB 

 



And the answer is …. 



 Judas Snakes. 



 "Last, but not least, there are the X awards. These come with little 

cash, but much cachet, and reward those research projects that 

'first make people laugh, and then make them think‘ – Nature 

 

 "It's like the weirdest f-ing thing that you'll ever go to... it's a collection 

of, like, actual Nobel Prize winners giving away prizes to real 

scientists for doing f'd-up things... it's awesome."— Amanda Palmer 
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And the answer is …. 



 IgNobel Prize. 



•Hejny, an audio engineer from Nashville, Tenn., was inspired to create 

the wax four years ago when he was at a concert in Texas and saw a 

musician he was working with, constantly have to do something.  

 

•Out of sympathy, he wanted to walk on stage and hold something in 

place so the drummer could focus on the music. This led to him creating 

Nerd Wax.  

 

•What does nerd wax do? 

 



And the answer is …. 



 It helps to hold the spectacles in place. 

 



 Edison’s first patented invention was never used for the purpose for 
which it was made. 

 The people who were supposed to use it were unimpressed and 
more importantly they thought it would reduce the time taken for 

performing a particular activity and this would reduce the time they 

had to convince people.  

 What invention greatly used in the modern day? 

 

 Image next slide. 
 



And the answer is …. 



     



And the answer is …. 



 Electronic Voting Machine. 



Fresher’s 
 Sci-Tech Quiz 

FINALS 



Infinite Pounce 1 

 

 +10, 0 on bounce  

 +10 , -5  on pounce 

 Question returns if no one answers. 

 



      

 In multitasking computer operating systems, a(n) X is a computer 
program that runs as a background process, rather than being under 
the direct control of an interactive user. 

 According to Fernando J. Corbato who worked on Project MAC in 1963 

his team is the first to use the term X inspired by Maxwell's Y, an imaginary 
agent in physics and thermodynamics that helped to sort molecules. 

 In the general sense, X is an older form of the word Y . 

 You might have mostly encountered a(n) X while using e-mail . 



And the answer is … 

 



 Daemon 

 (Mailer Daemon) 



 This test of the integrity of the nervous system was 

brought into medical prominence by a German 

neurologist named Carl Friedrich Otto Westphal in 1875. 

Known as the patellar reflex, it involves a sudden blow 

leading to a quick motion.  

 Another name for this is a phrase in common use.  What 

phrase? 
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And the answer is … 

 



 Knee – Jerk reaction 



 The use of blue is also tied to the fact that the blue emulsion layer of film 
has the finest crystals and thus good detail and minimal grain (in 
comparison to the red and green layers of the emulsion.) 

 However, green has become the favored color because digital 
cameras retain more detail in the green channel, and it requires less 
light than blue. Green has a higher luminance value than blue making it 
easier to work with.  

 Although green and blue are the most common, any color can be 
used. The choice of color is up to the artists . Occasionally, magenta is 
also used. 

 

 What is being talked about? 



And the answer is … 

 



 Green Screen  

 Chroma  Key 

 



 George Charles de Hevesy was a Hungarian radio chemist and 
Nobel laureate, recognized in 1943 for his key role in the 
development of radioactive tracers to study chemical processes 
such as in the metabolism of animals. He also co-discovered the 
element hafnium. 

 But he is better known for his ingenious “solution” to a problem . 



And the answer is … 

 



 Using aquaregia to save the Nobel medals 



And the answer is … 

 



  There are a number of theories concerning origin of the X prize which was won in 1997 after a 
long wait. 

 The most romantic is that X was spurned by a young lady and decided to commit suicide at 
midnight . To while away the intervening hours he went to his library and began browsing 
through the mathematical publications but was distracted by what he thought was an error in 
a paper by Ernst Kummer, who had detected a flaw in Augustin Cauchy's attempted proof of 

Y.X soon became engrossed in trying to prove that Kummer was wrong that the appointed 
time of the suicide had passed, and was so enthused by his calculations that he abandoned 
his death wish and the reward of 100,000 Marks was his way of repaying a debt to the 
conundrum that had saved his life. 

 Another version says that, X was severely invalided, his family forced him to wed, but the only 
woman who would marry him was Marie Fröhlich, the 53 year-old daughter of tax advisor 
August Fröhlich. Unfortunately, Marie turned out to be an evil shrew who made her husband’s 
life hell during his last years. Hence, perhaps he changed his will in January 1905 in order not 
to leave all of his money to his despicable wife. 



And the answer is … 

 



 X- Paul Wolfskehl. 

 Y-Fermat’s Last Theorem. 
 

 



 A X is a testing environment that isolates untested code changes and 
/of software development including Web development and revision 
control.   

 The Google X Effect is a theory used to explain why newly-registered 
domains or domains with frequent ownership changes rank poorly in 
Google Search Engine Results Pages (SERPS). In other words new 

websites are put into a “ X ” or a holding area and have their search 
ratings on hold until they can prove worthy of ranking. 

 You might have encountered it on Wikipedia where every user is given 
his/her X for testing purposes. 

  



And the answer is … 

 



 Sandbox 



 IT'S SHOWTIME 

 HEY CHRISTMAS TREE isLessThan10 

 YOU SET US UP @NO PROBLEMO 

 HEY CHRISTMAS TREE n 

 YOU SET US UP 0 

 STICK AROUND isLessThan10 

 GET TO THE CHOPPER n 

 HERE IS MY INVITATION n 

 GET UP 1 

 ENOUGH TALK 

 TALK TO THE HAND n 

 GET TO THE CHOPPER isLessThan10 

 HERE IS MY INVITATION 10 

 LET OFF SOME STEAM BENNET n 

 ENOUGH TALK 

 CHILL 

 YOU HAVE BEEN TERMINATED 

 This is a code that prints numbers from 1-10 in an esoteric 
programming language .Name it. 

 



And the answer is … 

 



 ArnoldC 



 This fruit is believed to have originated in the southwestern rain forests 
of India, in present-day Goa, Kerala, coastal Karnataka, and 
Maharashtra. 

  It is especially sought after by vegetarians who substitute this for meat, 
hence is nicknamed as gacch-patha (tree-mutton). It has a mild flavor 
and distinctive meat-like texture and is compared to poultry. Meatless 
sandwiches have been suggested and are popular with both vegetarian 
and nonvegetarian populations. 

 The wood of the tree is used for the production of musical instruments. It 
is also used to make the body of the Indian string instrument veena and 
the drums mridangam, thimila, and kanjira; the golden, yellow timber 
with good grain is used for building furniture and house construction in 
India. The ornate wooden plank called avani palaka made of the wood 
is used as the priest's seat during Hindu ceremonies in Kerala. In Vietnam 
the wood is prized for the making of Buddhist statuaries in temples. 

 It is the national fruit of Bangladesh , the state fruit of Kerala and one of 
the 3 auspicious fruits of Tamil Nadu. 
 



And the answer is … 

 



 Jackfruit. 



 This product announced on April 1 did not sound plausible as at that 
time its competitors offered less than 1/250th as much. That led many 
reasonably savvy folks to assume it was a hoax, especially since 
the announcement had an odd, jokey feel to it, and the service was 
allegedly rolling out to a “a handful” of people. 

 It however was real and the roll out to select people only was a result of 
the inadequate resources the company had and were forced to use  
300 old Pentium computers that nobody wanted in the company. 

  Which product that revolutionized its industry codenamed Caribou are 
we talking about? 



And the answer is … 

 



 Gmail 



 This advanced computer software by Slitherine Ltd. reportedly took 
five years to make but is alleged to be nothing more than a slightly 
tweaked version of the PC game Great Battles of Rome developed 
by the same company. 

 Which software are we talking about? 



And the answer is … 

 



 Deadliest Warrior combat simulator. 



 The home, originally designated as 367 Addison Avenue, Palo Alto, 
California was first occupied in 1905 by Dr. John Spencer, his wife 
Ione, and their two adult daughters. Dr. Spencer became Palo Alto's 
first mayor in 1909.In 1918, the house was divided into two separate 
apartments, numbered 367 and 369. 

 It is considered to be the "Birthplace of Silicon Valley." It is a 
designated California Historical Landmark and is listed on 
the National Register of Historic Places. 

 What is it significance in the world of tech? 



And the answer is … 

 



 HP Garage 



 The project was originally funded by member organizations such 

as AMD, Chi Mei, eBay, Google, Marvell Technology Group, News 
Corporation, Nortel, Red Hat, and Quanta. 

 The project has received criticism both specific to its mission, and 
criticism that is typical of many such systems, such as support, ease-of-
use, security, content-filtering and privacy issues. Officials in some 
countries have criticized the project for its appropriateness in terms of 
price, cultural emphasis and priority as compared to other basic needs 
of people in third-world settings. 

 Which project headed by Nicholas Negroponte and backed by 
people like Alan Kay and Seymour Papert is being talked about? 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AMD
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chi_Mei
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EBay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marvell_Technology_Group
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_Corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_Corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nortel_Networks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Hat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quanta_Computer


And the answer is … 

 



 OLPC (One Laptop Per Child) 



 X has been used to promote physical activity and weight loss in obese 
children and adults. On the basis of the popularity of X , it was 
reported that more than 1500 schools in the United States were 
planning to use X in physical education classes by the end of 2010.  

 X is a fast-paced workout that requires concentration, builds 
coordination, and engages students in a way many traditional sports 
don't. The beauty of X is that students don't think of it as work but a fun 
sport. 
 



 DDR(Dance Dance Revolution) 



Comic – Kaun? 

 Written Round  

 Relative/Differential Scoring 

 +20  – 1 team 

 +15  -  2 teams 

 +10  – 3 teams 

 +5    – 4 teams 

   0    -  5 teams 

 

 





















Answers 

 



































Infinite Pounce 2 

 

 +10, 0 on bounce  

 +10 , -5  on pounce 

 Question returns if no one answers. 

 



 One ______ per second is the smallest resolvable unit of 
measurement for the speed and direction that a 
computer mouse pointing device is moved.  

  Generally there are two measurements sent during a mouse 
movement, one for the horizontal axis and one for the vertical axis. 
Device sensitivity is usually specified in _______ per inch. 

 What is the unit? 



And the answer is … 

 



 Mickey 



And the answer is … 

 



  X is a popular phrase that refers to a kind of diaphragm spasm that 
occurs when sudden force is applied to the abdomen which puts 
pressure on the solar plexus. This often happens in contact sports, a 
forceful blow to the abdomen, or by falling on the back. It results in 
a temporary paralysis of the diaphragm that makes it difficult to 
breathe. This can lead to anxiety and there may be residual pain 
from the original blow, but the condition should clear spontaneously 

in a minute or two. This can lead to continued difficulty breathing, 
standing, or sitting. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thoracic_diaphragm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spasm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdomen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celiac_plexus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact_sport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diaphragm_\(anatomy\)


And the answer is … 

 



 Getting the wind knocked out of you 

 



 Patent for what? 

  
US 20120177953 A1 

 Publication date - Jul 12, 2012 

  

ABSTRACT 

 The disclosed embodiments provide a battery cell. The battery cell includes 

a jelly roll enclosed in a pouch, wherein the jelly roll includes layers which 

are wound together, including a cathode with an active coating, a 

separator, and an anode with an active coating. To create the pouch, a 
first cup and a second cup are formed in a flexible sheet of pouch material 

based on a terrace position in the battery cell that facilitates efficient use of 

space within a portable electronic device. The second cup is folded over 

the first cup, and a terrace seal is formed at the terrace position by sealing 

the jelly roll in the pouch along a rim of the first and second cups. 

 

 



And the answer is … 

 



 Terraced Battery Cell 

 Macbook’s new batteries 

 



 Connect this species of apple with the 
world of tech. 



And the answer is … 

 



 Its name is Mcintosh commonly known as the Mac. 

 Apple’s Macintosh derives its name from this. 



 The FFF system is a humorous system of 

measurement similar to the MKS system. What do 

the 3 F stand for?  



And the answer is … 

 



 Furlong, firkins and fortnight 



 The X principle states that something must fall 

within certain margins, as opposed to reaching 

extremes. When the effects of the principle are 

observed, it is known as the X effect. In cognitive 

science and developmental psychology, the X 

effect or principle refers to an infant's preference 

to attend to events which are neither too simple or 

too complex , in astrobiology , the X zone refers to 

the habitable zone around a star, In economics, 

a X  economy sustains moderate economic 

growth and low inflation. Id X . 



And the answer is … 

 



Goldilocks 



 Give fundae. 

  



And the answer is … 

 



 Discovery of dinosaur genera. 



 Q) Room 40 was an organisation formed in October 1914 

which consisted of  a linguist, an expert on Persia, 

a British classical archaeologist ,a Professor of Ancient 

History, a papyrologist, a scholar of German literature 

among others. For what specific purpose was it 

established? 



And the answer is … 
 



 Breaking German codes  



 Which element’s name come from  Sanskrit 
शु्बारी shulbari which means "copper's enemy" since it 

readily reacts with Copper after which the Copper loses 

it's metallic properties. 



And the answer is … 

 



Sulfur 



 A certain victim preference was recently explained by Dr. 

Jonathan Day, a medical scientist and expert in that field 

from the University of Florida. A few key reasons attributed to 

the preference include: 

 Difference in Lactic acid produced in the human body;  

  Metabolic rate, or the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) 

your body releases as it burns energy. 

 What unusual preference are we talking about? 
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And the answer is … 

 



 To get bitten by mosquitos. 



 Ralph Wedgewood and Pellegrino Turri came up with 

this concept independently as a means of writing for 

blind people, so they wouldn’t have to fiddle around 
with an inkpot. It was found to be useful for a different 

purpose and was (and in India, is) widely used. Although 

other technologies have eclipsed it somewhat, the 

name of this invention continues to be in vogue in the IT 

age. 

 What invention? 
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And the answer is … 

 



 Carbon paper. 



 The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (a = 1, b = 3, δ = π/2) 
 The Lincoln Laboratory at MIT (a = 4, b = 3, δ = 0)  

 The University of Electro-Communications, Japan (a = 3, b = 4, δ = π/2). 
 Which family of curves connects these logos ? 



And the answer is … 

 



 Lissajous figures. 



Written Round 

 15 visual questions. 

 Id the name of the scientist. 

 Differential/Relative Scoring. 

 +20  – 1 team 

 +15  -  2 teams 

 +10  – 3 teams 

 +5    – 4 teams 

   0    -  5 teams 

 

































Answers 



1. Erwin Schrodinger 

2. Gregor Mendel 

3.  Galileo 

4. Werner Heisenberg 

5. Ada Lovelace 

6. Mary Anning 

7.  Alan Turing 

8. Robert J. Oppenheimer 

9. Admiral Grace Hopper 

10. Neil De Grass Tyson 

11. Fibonacci 

12. Rachel Carson 

13. Meitner 

14. Norman Borlaug 

15. Emmy Noether 

 

 


